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As cloud computing becomes increasingly popular, organizations face greater security threats. Public 

clouds have become a central point of attack and successful compromises can cause potentially billions 

of dollars of damage. Physical attacks on data center machines are very concerning because an attacker 

can gain full control of the machines and circumvent software pro-

tections. 

 

We present an efficient processor architecture that allows us to build 

a more secure cloud that is resistant against physical attacks. We are 

able to achieve full security against malicious adversaries by only 

trusting and securing the CPU of a machine. We can leverage com-

modity components such as DRAM, hard drives, and network inter-

faces without requiring that they be secured against physical attacks. 

We achieve this by designing a novel Oblivious RAM algorithm ide-

al for hardware and building a memory controller that hides access 

patterns to DRAM and storage. The memory controller is integrated into the CPU and makes data de-

pendent computation indistinguishable to an adversary. 
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